Your **Coat of Arms** is a graphic representation of your worldview and who you are. Make it personal and be thoughtful about each value you choose to represent. Draw your pictures and symbols by hand. So long as you fulfill the guidelines, it may look however you choose.

1) Creatively put your name in the banner at the bottom of your paper.
2) In the sections numbered below, follow the directions. Be creative and have fun!
3) Color it!

**Box #1: (Top Left)**
Create a picture or symbol on: Something you are good at.

**Box #2: (Top Right)**
Create a picture or symbol of something you want to be good or better at.

**Box #3: (Middle Left)**
Create a picture or symbol that represents one of your deepest held **VALUES** – a value from which you would never budge no matter the situation.

**Box #4: (Middle Right)**
Depict what you would do if you could achieve anything you wanted to.

For example, would you end world poverty? Would you fly to Mars?

**Box #5: (Bottom Left)**
Draw a picture of your favorite food(s).

**Box #6: (Bottom Right)**
If you could be any animal, which animal would you be? What animal do you think represents the inner you? Draw and label one animal.